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About This Game

Simple Spy is a dynamic and minimalist 2d platformer. Though Simple Spy is a minimalist platformer,you can also find all fun
and essence needed for a full fledged platformer. everything in Simple Spy is achieved through a combination of three action

such as running,jumping and rolling.the main focus of the game is simplicity with hard core gameplay and unique game features
and obstacles.

features

Explore 75 levels and 5 bonus levels

6 different character with unique animation to unlock

Challenging gameplay based on color changing platform.

Minimalist Levels but Hardcore gameplay
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Title: Simple Spy
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Kodari Games
Publisher:
Kodari Games
Release Date: 5 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP , 7 , 8 , 8.1

Processor: 2.2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB Video Memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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I HATE IT IT IS TO HARD AND ITS IMPOSSIBLE TO BEAT. AWSOME! great game, but unforgiving difficulty. not a
simple pick up and play game, but one you have to get used to. very fun, great animations and sweet music. And for $2?!?! its a
good buy.. This Game is Fun and challenging. It requires timing and reflexes to have fun. Made me rage quit a couple of times.
Its a Good first platform game. Witch it is my first game like this. So thats probaly why I like it who knows? But for only 1.99
there is not much to lose. Just dont be a jew and buy it!. Super fun and very innvovative! It has lots of elements from super meat
boy, and is at perfect difficulty.. Good game.

It has good level design (especially on later levels) and for the low price of the game, you get 80 levels+ collectables that add a
bit of extra challenge.

Graphics are simple but effective, aesthetically reminds me of stealth inc.

Controls are fine as well,the character has some weight to it, but overall jumping\/sliding thru walls and rolling, feels smooth.

You can not go wrong with this one, especially because of the accessible price and the quality content you get. Great game,
pretty challenging. While you have lots of momentum in titles like Super Meat Boy, here your character only has limited
momentum and takes time to accelerate, requiring you to be precise rather than fast. Not for the impatient gamer, it can take a
lot of tries to figure out a level but when you finally do it's very rewarding. I recommend this to players looking for a challenge..
first good review
its okay you have to use your arrows to move but other than that its pretty good. I like the game, honestly. The music brings me
back to the Bit-Era, and the game itself is challenging enough to keep you playing through trial and error, but not too difficult
that you throw your keyboard or controller into the air with both hands "\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it"-style. It requires timing
and reflexes along with slightly planning out ahead of time, since not all of the level can be seen at once. A bit of sliding on the
character kinda throws you off, when you plan to stop, but adds to the frustrating-but-fun factor. All in all, a good game for a
minimalist platformer. I'd highly recommend this for it's $1-$2 pricing.. Fun little platformer with a simple premise and simple
graphics. The controls are tight and the levels are pretty well designed. Certainly worth the $2 asking price but if you can catch
it on sale for a dollar, even better.
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Thought from videos this would be similar to N or Super Meat Boy, but gameplay was sluggish compared to those two.

Large vertical black bars on either side of screen, cutting off at least half the screen between the two and making it impossible
to see far enough ahead at full speed.
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